



Since its beginning in the 1960s and 1970s, contemporary Native 
American and Aboriginal literature in the United States and Canada has put 
much emphasis in telling and retelling a story of their experience that “has not 
been [in dominant societies] and has been said [in local communities] before” 
(Minh-ha 119). In dealing with the issue of war in Native literature, this paper 
considers the relationship between history and story and discusses how stories 
have contributed in filling gaps and providing alternatives to officially-known 
narratives. First, the paper will briefly take an overview of Native literature to 
give information of how much the literature has described war so far. Then, the 
discussion will move on to the analysis of the drama Burning Vision (2003) 
by the Métis playwright Marie Clements, who portrays people related to the 
uranium mines in the Northwest Territories in Canada during the Second World 
War. Although war itself has not been a major theme nor been given a major 
focus in Native literature, it has described war as an important part of Native 
experience, revealing less-known heavy impact on people and communities 
during and after wartime.
Although still unknown to many, there are in fact a large number of Native 
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people who served in war, and several facts about Native people’s involvement 
in the Second World War are fairly known to the public.2 A famous one is 
about Navajo code talkers, who created secret communications in their Navajo 
language that the Japanese forces could never break in major engagement of 
the Pacific War. Another is about Ira Hayes, a Pueblo veteran also served in 
the Second World War, who became a war hero when newspapers printed a 
symbolic photograph showing him holding an American flag on the victory of 
the battle of Iwo Jima. Ira Hayes attracted people’s second attention later when 
he died in the street after he had suffered from alcoholism on the reservation he 
had been back. As we will also find in Clements’s drama, a shivering effect of 
radiation exposure is serious on Native communities in the American Southwest 
and in the Northwest Territories in Canada (as well as in Congo), where, once 
regarded as places “nobody” lived in, uranium was mined and atomic bombs 
were developed and test-exploded under the Manhattan Project, before destroy-
ing the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Japan.
Contemporary Native literature has included war elements from the very 
start of its advent in the late 1960s. Although contemporary authors, who were 
born in and after the 1930s, do not seem to have experienced actual military 
service during the wartime, the Second World War and the postwar influence 
should have been strong when they grew up. It should have been inevitable 
when Native literature attracted the first attention in the late 1960s that the 
earliest author N. Scott Momaday described a war veteran in his Pulitzer-prized 
novel House Made of Dawn (1968). It was also timely that as literature grew 
in concert with civil rights movement and anti-Vietnam War movement Native 
authors could write more about the previous war.
Momaday’s House Made of Dawn suggests the protagonist Abel’s mili-
tary service by setting the novel in 1945, when he returned to his grandfather 
in Walatowa with his voice lost. Momaday’s description of war is understated, 
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just as his other descriptions of the voiceless protagonist, such as his short, 
rather aesthetically-described murder scene and his imprisonment years thor-
oughly absent from the text. The novel depicts only on two pages the stream 
of consciousness of the native soldier, shivering with fear on the approach of 
an unknown machine in the silence, which could be almost unnoticeable in the 
first read. Just a few conversations between officers are added, telling Abel’s 
queer-looking war dance toward the machine, completely helpless against the 
iron tank.
Leslie Marmon Silko’s Ceremony (1977) is louder and clearer in describ-
ing posttraumatic influence of war on a native veteran Tayo, who continues to 
cry and vomit in his bed on the reservation, suffering from a confusion of his 
memories returning back many times. His body tells his pain of the disordered 
painful memories more fluently than he can, with a sharp feeling in his stom-
ach, skull, throat, and eye sinews, and he repeats his acts of crying, sweating, 
vomiting, and urination, as if those fluids could cleanse his body. His memory 
of the battlefield in a Philippine jungle goes in for a close-up of the skin of the 
corpses, which makes him realize the features of the enemy soldiers similar to 
his own and blame himself for the concurrent death of his uncle at home:
The skin. He saw the skin of the corpses again and again, in ditches on either side of 
the long muddy road—skin that was stretched shiny and dark over bloated hands; even 
white men were darker after death. There was no difference when they were swollen 
and covered with flies. That had become the worst thing for Tayo: they all looked 
too familiar even when they were alive. When the sergeant told them to kill all the 
Japanese soldiers lined up in front of the cave with their hands on their heads, Tayo 
could not pull the trigger. The fever made him shiver, and the sweat was stinging his 
eyes and he couldn’t see clearly; in that instant he saw Josiah standing there; the face 
was dark from the sun, and the eyes were squinting as though he were about to smile 
at Tayo. So Tayo stood there, stiff with nausea, while they fired at the soldiers, and he 
watched his uncle fall, and he knew it was Josiah; and even after rocky started shak-
ing him by the shoulders and telling him to stop crying, it was still Josiah lying there. 
[….] (Ceremony 7–8)
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Ceremony concludes with another tragic connection people had because of war, 
describing the disastrous effect of radiation exposure on the Laguna land and a 
grandmother’s memory of a strong light from a test-explosion of atomic bombs 
that killed thousands of people on the other side of the earth.3
besides the two prominent novels, other authors have included wartime 
and postwar experience of Native people in their works. In his collection of 
poetry Woven Stone (1992), Simon ortiz writes about miners, based on his 
own experience of uranium mining in the Southwest. Having grown up in the 
“atomic frontier” of oak ridge, Tennessee, Marilou Awiakta writes poetry and 
essays on nuclear power in her Abiding Appalachia: Where Mountain and Atom 
Meet (1978) and Selu: Seeking the Corn-Mother’s Wisdom (1993). Paula gunn 
Allen’s The Woman Who Owned the Shadows (1983) has a story of a Native 
woman and a Japanese-American man in an internment camp located close to 
the reservation. gerald Vizenor writes his postwar experience in Japan, where 
he served in the U.S. forces, in his autobiography The Interior Landscapes 
(1990) and later describes Japanese postwar political and cultural environment 
with his mixedblood protagonist of Ainu and Chippewa descent in his novel 
Hiroshima Bugi (2003). Louise erdrich’s Love Medicine (1984) also describes 
war veterans of the First World War and the Vietnam War. The recent publica-
tion of Joseph bruchac’s novel Code Talker (2005) describes Navajo code talk-
ers mentioned above.
There didn’t used to be as many works by Canadian Aboriginal authors 
as by Native authors in the U.S. that deal with war, partly reflecting the smaller 
number of Canadian Aboriginals who served in war and the delay in the rise of 
the literature itself.4 However, recent works have started to deal with wartime 
and postwar experience in Canada. Joseph boyden’s Three Day Road (2005) 
writes about two friends who go to europe for the First World War, with only 
one person returning home. Thomas King’s “Coyote and the enemy Aliens” in 
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his collection of short stories A Short History of Indians in Canada (2005) is an 
interesting piece from his trickster stories with coyote involved in the relocation 
of Japanese-Canadians to internment camps. richard Van Camp’s “the uranium 
leaking from port radium and rayrock mines is killing us” in his collection of 
short stories Angel Wing Splash Patterns (2002) gives a short description of his 
hometown in the Northwest Territories in Canada, another place that has been 
contaminated with radioactive wastes.
Marie Clements’s Burning Vision sets her play directly inside the ura-
nium mines in the Northwest Territories and tries to reproduce untold stories 
of people that were involved in different phases of the nuclear program the 
U.S. and Canadian governments implemented. Clements is a Métis/dené, 
born in Vancouver in 1962, and has produced more than ten plays, as well as 
engaging in other fields of production on the radio, television, film, and multi-
media. Burning Vision was first played in Vancouver in 2002, nominated for the 
2003 governor general’s Literary Award for drama, and received the Canada 
Council’s 2004 Canada-Japan Literary Award. As much of the attention has 
dealt with three definitive aspects of her plays —“autobiographical relevance 
to Clements’s life and world view, aboriginality, and staging of women” 
(Whittaker 129)— Burning Vision questions a difficult cultural position of a 
Métis woman and a Japanese-American woman, seeks for a possibility of merg-
ing different cultures, and puts a high value on the roles of female characters.
The play is divided into four acts (“movements”), starting with the deto-
nation of atomic bombs in 1945. It then follows basic historical time line from 
the discovery of the high-grade pitchblende stake at the eldorado claim in the 
Northwest Territories in 1930 (“Movement 1”), the large-scale excavation of 
uranium on a national demand under the Manhattan Project in the early 1940s 
(“Movement 2”), the transportation of uranium through the McKenzie and sev-
eral nuclear tests in the American Southwest (“Movement 3”), and to atomic 
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bombings over Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945 (“Movement 4”). Along with 
this “Linear Time” of stories, the play sets at the same time the “Floating Time,” 
a circular concept of time people used to have before Contact, where caribou 
herds always move on the upper level of the stage (Whittaker 138–39; Helm 
221). The play also makes it possible to relate characters in different time and 
space by letting their voice and sound audible to each other and by letting them 
make a contact. Thus, when Miner at Port radium in the 1930s asks, “Hello? 
Is anyone there?” a bomb test dummy named Fat Man in New Mexico in the 
1940s answers, “Who’s there?” (BV 45), and the Captain Mike on the radium 
Prince in Canada mistakenly catches Koji in Hiroshima on a fishing hook (BV 
88).
There appear many characters on the stage, all of whom are in some ways 
or other involved in the detonation of atomic bombs in the countries on both 
sides of the Pacific, and the play brings a polyvocal space on the stage of these 
different characters. In discussing the drama, robin Whittaker questions how 
the historical past is constructed and explains different approaches that each nar-
rative can take in telling the same atomic detonation. He analyzes three different 
commonly shared narratives—1) a “familiar” and “dramatic” narrative ingrained 
in Western memory rephrased by an American historian in an ordered heroic 
saga, describing Hiroshima from the sky to the ground; 2) a personal voice of 
a Japanese hibakusha (atomic victims) remembering the event with a sublime 
image from the ground up, a “familiar” narrative to most of the Japanese; and 
3) another personal voice justifying the event in the hard-fought convictions, 
the one quickly rejected in Western society today but commonly shared among 
those who directly participated in war. Whittaker concludes by saying that “it is 
by juxtaposition that hybridity lays fruitful ground for historiography,” admir-
ing Clements’s position of not placing a dominant voice on the play in revising 
history and reproducing stories of the past (Whittaker 132–36).
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It is notable that Clements does not provide personal names for most 
of her characters in the drama and cast them only by their roles as “the 
Widow,” “the radium Painter,” “the Miner,” “dene ore Carrier,” “the Japanese 
grandmother,” etc., which sound similar to the old storytelling style. The char-
acters are given more collective voices than a personal one, representing the 
voices of many others with similar experiences. Some characters hold famous 
names or nicknames of real people in history, such as “the brother Labine,”5 
“Lorne green/Voice of doom,” “Tokyo rose (round rose),” although these 
names merely signify their presence more as “the first discoverers,” “the war 
reporter,” and “the female announcer of the radio Tokyo” than something that 
expresses their own personalities. The only two who hold their names through-
out the play are the Métis woman rose and the Japanese fisherman Koji, who 
are allowed to speak more individual voices than representing the collective 
voices of the “sandwich girl” and the “atomic victim.”
What is interesting in the play is the personification of uranium ore and a 
bomb test dummy respectively as a small Native boy named “Little boy” and 
as a huge American man in his forties named “Fat Man,” obviously entitling the 
nicknames of the two atomic bombs dropped over Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 
1945. The innocent-looking Little boy appears right after the strong light and 
sound that follows the countdown of the atomic explosion and fears his power 
to be “discovered,” “named,” “claimed,” and turned into a “monster” out of his 
will. He says:
every child is scared of the dark, not because it is dark but because they know sooner, 
or later, they will be discovered. It is only a matter of time …
[.…]
… before someone discovers you and claims you for themselves. Claims you are you 
because they found you. Claims you are theirs because they were the first to find you, 
and lay claims on you …
[.…]
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… Not knowing you’ve known yourself for thousands of years. Not knowing you are 
not the monster. (BV 20–21)
It is notable that the Little boy’s voice here reminds us of the voices of Native 
people themselves under the process of colonization, who were discovered, 
named, owned, and threatened by colonizers.
In contrast, Fat Man, who is relaxing in his living room, eating a Kraft 
dinner with beer and browsing a Playboy magazine or a Time magazine in front 
of his Hi-Fi radio/TV console, embodies a very typical “America” itself fully 
soaked in consumerism. It is interesting from a historical viewpoint to see his 
mind change during the drama. He extremely warns “alien footsteps coming” 
(BV 34) and locks his house, complaining about his living environment turning 
different “[l]ike we are digging a hole so deep none of us will be able to get in, 
or out, because the hole is getting filled with all those immigrants: Asians, and 
Pakistanis and Hindus and Indians.” (BV 48) However, in spite of the locking, 
the comfort in his favorite living room is obstructed by constant intruders that 
demand serious changes. His favorite TV suddenly turns on to show multi-
colored Indian Chief and the high-pitched sound of the dene see-er and keeps 
turning on by itself, although he tries to shut it off (BV 35; 39). A sack falls to 
the ground in front of the TV that reveals a Canadian loon, and from the sack 
appears Little boy, who keeps saying “I want to go home” from the very start 
of his appearance (BV 45–46). It is obvious here that this unwilling inclusion 
of Little boy to Fat Man’s living room indicates the fact that the uranium from 
the Northwest Territories was being used in developing atomic bombs under the 
governments’ order,6 and the play also traces a social challenge of that time of 
the increased “alien” presence in North America. The play does not only portray 
Fat Man’s one-sidedly exclusive frame of mind, but also hints his humane emo-
tional wavering, loneliness, and helplessness of a civil man who does not have 
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the authority to decide. He says: “You see anybody from the government sitting 
here. No, they’re the ones pushing the buttons and we’re the ones sitting in our 
living rooms watching the goddamn news” (BV 85). Fat Man softens his attitude 
while he stays with Little boy and meets an American-bred Japanese woman 
round rose (Tokyo rose) and starts to think of adopting the boy, disregarding 
whether he is an Indian or not, and of marrying the woman. on hearing the air 
raid alarm over the broadcast waves, the Fat Man pledges allegiance to defend 
his country and family. When he overhears Koji’s voice and sees the multicol-
ored Indian Chief chanting on the TV again, however, he suddenly hardens his 
stance against “the enemy” who speaks incomprehensible language, stops Little 
boy’s song, throws round rose’s Japanese dolls, and drives them out of his liv-
ing room with all the dolls left beside him:
KoJI:
  Kimi ga watashi o jibun no mono ni shitara, tekinashi no sekai ga dekiru no ka?
  Fat Man listens up at the air waves.
Fat Man:
  I hear the enemy speaking and I know they are the enemy because they are speaking 
in a language I don’t understand.
Koji:
  If we make a world, we will make one where there are no enemies?
   Fat Man hears Koji and looks suspiciously at Round Rose and Little Boy.
Fat Man:
  I asked you people to just stand there and be quiet.
   … The TV flashes on and the face of the Dene see-er lights up and begins to buzz 
a high Dene buzz.
  You hear that? You hear that? I knew it. It’s not all in my mind. The aliens are here 
among us. Living like us bUT spying on us. (BV 96)
This change in his state of mind definitely reflects the mentality of the expul-
sion in the wartime imminence and in policy, although he is intrigued by regret 
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later over what he has done.
The drama holds a lot of metaphors of mixture. It is typically seen in the 
description of the Métis woman rose mixing ingredients and kneading dough 
to bake bread, and the relation between characters in different spaces on the 
stage suggests a new hope and possibility in merging people of different cul-
tures, such as we can see in the relation between rose and Koji and the radium 
Painter and the Miner and the crossing of the images of the Widow and the 
Japanese grandmother. In Movement Four, people start to notice the danger and 
the reason of mining uranium, which they believed can cure cancer, help people, 
make money, and “yield the greatest benefit to themselves” (BV back cover). It 
is worth seeing that the final “movement” emphasizes more of the personal side 
of the characters. With her whole hair and half of her face lost on the effects of 
radiation, the radium Painter talks that she wanted to make her small ordinary 
dream come true and tells her name for the first time to the hard-coughing 
Miner, repeating, “My name is … Frances … [….] My name is Frances. 
Frances… […]” (BV 110). The play ends with plural voices of the characters, 
and the Slavey radio voices calling their loved ones back home, which has been 
constantly broadcasted throughout the play, are followed by Japanese voices 
and Canadian voices on the radio both respecting individual people:
Slavey Announcer (v.o.):
  Na-aa-solt-nen-agan, mussi-naga-gwhat-ta, quau-na-nagot-ta-na-lay, atay-swey, 
sa-la-do-ay, r-yonay, neeaownet-u, naga-shata-mussi-mussi
[….]
Japanese Announcer (v.o.):
  Kon-nichi-wa oji-chan, ankiki [sic.], ne-san, musuko, otosan, aibo, sensei, wagako, 
koibito yo. Sabishii kara hayaku kaette koi!
[….]
Canadian Announcer (v.o.):
  Hello granddad, brother, sister, son, husband, father, cousin, nephew, friend, my 
teacher , my love … We love you and miss you. (BV 122)
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These stories that contemporary Native authors have told and retold have 
made it possible to relearn the past history that was not being told widely. 
Those writings, which have been made possible by a multicultural shift in 
literature and in society, became importantly more fluent as times went by. 
However, retelling of the past history especially by recent younger authors may 
have limits in telling it, leaving a question of how real it could be in the huge 
traumatic silence from the past and difficulty in the act of telling itself. despite 
her attempt in bringing polyvocal spaces and voices on the stage, it cannot be 
denied that Clements’s play remains experimental and partly immature. As a 
reader who understands Japanese and was bred in a city close to Hiroshima lis-
tening to stories of the war and the atomic bombs, for example, it is difficult to 
ignore the easy symbolization of a sakura tree, small mistakes in Japanese, and 
some lack in details and weight in stories, although the work was undoubtedly 
based on accurate knowledge of the language and the narratives widely known 
to people, and the performance on the stage should provide different interpreta-
tion from reading the text. In spite of such possible lack, however, the entire 
attempt that those stories present in retelling the past that intrinsically embed a 
lot of gaps and lapses of memory itself should never end in vain in articulating 
small stories with the grand Narrative.
(Footnotes)
1 The earlier version of this paper was read in the panel “between History and Story” at 
the 2010 eLLAK (english Language and Literature Association of Korea) International 
Conference on december 2, 2010, in daejeon Convention Center, daejeon, Korea. I 
would like to express my sincere gratitude to Professors Naoko Toraiwa, Tetsuya Suzuki, 
Myung-Joo Kim, ewha Chung, and Hyejin Kim among others for providing the precious 
opportunity and their invaluable comments on my paper.
2 As for the Second World War, approximately 44,000 Native Americans are said to have 
served in the U.S. forces, many of whom were actually sent to the front.
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3 Silko repeats the claim also in her next monumental work, The Almanac of the Dead 
(1991).
4 For example, during the Second World War, many of the Aboriginals were not required 
to serve in the Canadian armed forces, mainly because they were regarded as lacking in 
“language” and “literacy” and having low levels of education at that time. The number of 
Aboriginals who served in the forces remains about 2% (20,000 people) of the total armed 
forces manpower. except for those who were required of their outdoor skills, many were 
laborers, loading and unloading trucks and ships, stocking warehouses, helping cooks, and 
cleaning, and were not sent to the front. It is also pointed that Aboriginals have not received 
any reparations that were made for other Canadians. It is important, however, to remember 
that the smaller number of military service and fewer stories and documents left by no 
means prove that there was little influence of war on Canadian Aboriginals.
5 except for one scene where the brothers call each other gilbert and Charles, they appear 
basically as bros. Labine 1 and bros. Labine 2.
6 To meet the demand of the researchers who developed atomic bombs, eldorado was 
acquired and brought under ownership of the Canadian government in 1944. However, 
after high purity uranium from Congo was delivered and became available from europe 
under the Nazi government, production was ceased in eldorado. It is thus pointed that the 
uranium utilized in assembling the atomic bombs that devastated Hiroshima and Nagasaki 
mostly were from Congo, although eldorado ores were possibly contained in uranium con-
centrate in extremely small quantities (Yoshida139). This fact, however, brings no change 
to the reason the mine was developed and to the influence it gave to the people around the 
area, although careful discussion should be required in reasoning the connection.
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